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have shocked Helvetius and James Mill, more especially those
elements connected with heredity. It has been one of the
characteristic doctrines of radicalism that the mental differences
between men are due to differences of education, taking that
word in its widest sense. But Darwin regards heredity combined
with spontaneous variation as essential to evolution. There are
many species of insects among which one generation dies before
the nest is born; obviously their adaptation to environment owes
nothing to education. Every Darwinian must hold that, among
human beings, there are congenital differences of mental powers.
James Mill informed his son John that his (John's) attainments
were due, not to native ability, but to his having a father willing
to take so much trouble in teaching him. A Darwinian would
have attributed some of John's progress to his heredity. This
made a breach in the Radical doctrine that all men are born
equal.
It was, of course, easy to adapt Darwinism to nationalism. The
Jews, or the Nordics, or the Ecuadorians, are pronounced to be
the best stock, and it is inferred that everything ought to be
done to make them rich—although statistics prove that the rich
have fewer descendants than the poor. In this way, also, Dar-
winism afforded a transition from the cosmopolitan outlook of
the Philosophical Radicals to the racial bigotry of the Hitlerites.
It is amusing to observe how, as belief in free competition in
the economic world decayed, the biologists began to be dis-
satisfied with the Struggle for Existence as the driving force of
evolution. What they have substituted is far from definite, but
at any rate it is something quite different. Perhaps when our
politics have settled down our theory of evolution will again
become clear.
There was one other respect in which Darwinism was fatal to
the Cobdenite form of belief in competition. Competition, as con-
ceived by the Manchester School^ was not only between indi-
viduals rather than between groups, but was purely economic,
and within a framework of law. Competition between animals is
not thus limited, and it was obvious historically that the most
important form of competition between human beings has
been war. Thus Darwinism in its popular form tended to be
bellicose and imperialistic, although Darwin himself had no such
tendencies.
Darwinism, therefore, in spite of its origin, has been a force

